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WYSIWYG HTML editor doesn't load properly

Status

● Open

Subject

WYSIWYG HTML editor doesn't load properly

Version

21.x
21.x Regression

Category

• Error
• Regression

Feature

WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)
Toolbars, Quicktags and Smileys

Resolution status

Confirmed

Submitted by

PowerQuest

Volunteered to solve

Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by

PowerQuest

Rating

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 2

Description

The WYSIWYG doesn't load the bars with size and font into the post (and several other tools in the toolbar).

Please see this short video recording which explains and shows the issue:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-kZWIMVLvu-Z9AO_C0nsPKupW194NYQ_/view

Kind regards

PowerQuest

Importance

10 high

Easy to solve?

5

Priority

50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
Ticket ID
7382

Created
Sunday 31 May, 2020 14:49:12 GMT-0000
by PowerQuest

LastModif
Monday 01 June, 2020 14:06:51 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 01 Jun 20 14:10 GMT-0000

Yes, you’re right - several regressions there I think, not looked at this for quite a while...

If you switch to View mode: WYSIWYG (wiki mode) you will see toolbars and options more like what you’re getting in the editor, so that’s a wrong (assuming you are in “wiki mode” and not “html mode”)

However, code and various tools don’t appear at all, and they used to.

Thanks for the report!

PowerQuest 01 Jun 20 16:14 GMT-0000

Thanks Jonny, my pleasure.

Well personally I don’t like the wiki mode editor and so do not our users wither because it is “too nerdy” and cumbersome to use.
The WYSIWYG solves that problem which is way more user friendly. I do believe we use html mode too.

Kind regards
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